Toward decoding the principles of cancer metastasis circuits.
Understanding epithelial-mesenchymal transitions (EMT) during cancer metastasis remains a major challenge in modern biology. Recent observations of cell behavior together with progress in mapping the underlying regulatory genetic networks led to new understandings of carcinoma metastasis. It is now established that the genetic network that regulates the EMT also enables an epithelial-mesenchymal hybrid phenotype. These hybrid cells possess mixed carcinoma epithelial and mesenchymal characteristics that enable specialized capabilities such as collective cell migration. On the gene network perspective, a four-component decision unit composed of two highly interconnected chimeric modules--the miR34/SNAIL and the miR200/ZEB mutual-inhibition feedback circuits--regulates the coexistence of and transitions between the different phenotypes. Here, we present a new tractable theoretical framework to model and decode the underlying principles governing the operation of the regulatory unit. Our approach connects the knowledge about intracellular pathways with observations of cellular behavior and advances toward understanding the logic of cancer decision-making. We found that the miR34/SNAIL module acts as an integrator while the miR200/ZEB module acts as a three-way switch. Consequently, the combined unit can give rise to three phenotypes (stable states): (i) a high miR200 and low ZEB, or (1, 0) state; (ii) a low miR200 and high ZEB, or (0, 1) state; and (iii) a medium miR200 and medium ZEB, or (½, ½) state. We associate these states with the epithelial, mesenchymal, and hybrid phenotypes, respectively. We reflect on the consistency between our theoretical predictions and recent observations in several types of carcinomas and suggest new testable predictions. See all articles in this Cancer Research section,